
New Plymouth Sportfishing and Underwater Club 2017/2018 season 

The top boat is the boat that scores the most points across the 4 NPSUC bottom fishing competitions (The Memorial, 

Tasman Marine, Kilwell and the Brass Monkey ) with a maximum of 20 fish (4 fish per species). Only 3 fish per species are 

scored per competition (15 fish maximum). 

Fish MUST meet the NPSUC minimum size limits. (Detailed below) 

The winner of each individual Top Boat competition is the boat with the most points across a maximum of 15 fish caught in 

that competition (3 fish, per species, per competition). 

The target species are: 

Species Points per 100 
grams 

Min. length 
(cm) 

Example 1. points 
for 1.5kg fish 

Example 2. weight 
for fish = 200 points 

Snapper 3 35 65 6 kg 

Gurnard 10 30 170 1.8 kg 

Terakihi 8 30 140 2.25 kg 

Blue Cod  8 35 140 2.25 kg 

Kahawai 6 40 110 3.0 kg 

 

All fish weighed get 20 points each, plus points for the weight of the fish, as shown above. 

Trophy and prizes 

The top boat over the whole season wins the Harry Wilson Memorial Trophy (name engraved on trophy). The top boat for 

the season receives 4 x Hunting & Fishing and 4 x NPSUC sponsored $50 vouchers, (total $400.00) and if shirts are chosen 

with appropriate embroidery by NPSUC. 

A $250.00 Voucher is awarded to the Top Boat of each individual Top Boat Competition. Sponsored by Egmont Engineering 

Services. 

The Top Boat overall winner will be announced at the annual prize giving night. 

Boat Eligibility 

The boat first registered prior to the Memorial must be fished on for ALL 4 bottom comps, with the exception if the skipper 

purchases a new boat and replaces previously entered boat. 

Notes on Calculation of Top Boat Points 

To put this in perspective over the season, a boat might weigh a 2kg, 3kg and a 4kg Snapper on the first comp, which will 

be recorded. On the second comp the same boat may present for weighing a 5kg and a 6kg Snapper of which the 2kg 

Snapper from the first comp would drop out and the points from after the second competition would reflect a 3kg, 4kg, 

5kg and a 6kg Snapper. Maximum 4 weighed fish of each of the 5 species in the system at any time. 

Subsequently if the boat presented for weighing in the third competition a 7kg, 8kg and 9kg Snapper these would surpass 

the presently recorded 3kg, 4kg, 5kg and 6kg Snapper. ie: the tally in the system, would then be a 6kg, 7kg, 8kg, and 9kg 

Snapper with the 3kg, 4kg and 5kg dropping out. If a particular boat per competition weighs in no fish heavier than the four 

already in the system then the boats points for that species won’t change overall. 

Each boat may, if they have an average day, only weigh 1 or 2 fish of any of the 5 species, but in the next competition add 

to the boats totals. This methodology applies across all 5 species. 

 



New Plymouth Sportfishing and Underwater Club 2017/2018 season 

The boat winning the Top Ten competition (within each of the 4 NPSUC bottom fishing competitions) catches the most 

species across: 

 Crayfish  Gurnard 

 Kahawai  Kingfish 

 Snapper  John Dory 

 Blue Cod  Trevally 

 Terakihi  Hapuka 

 

Where two or more boats catch the same number of species, then the winner is that boat with the most species and 

greatest aggregate weight in kilograms. 

Prizes 

A $250.00 Voucher is presented to the winning boat of the TOP 10 in each bottom fishing competition, Sponsored by 

Egmont Engineering Services. 


